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Introduction 
The amount of data stored within databases continues to grow rapidly. While the cost of 
storage continues to go down, it is not keeping pace with the amount of data generated. 
This puts pressure on IT budgets to find ways to reduce costs. When you consider that 
most databases employ redundant storage and backup copies of data, it is easy to see that 
even small database systems that use only a terabyte of storage can easily require 3 to 6 
times that amount of total storage. 
 
IBM® Informix® Dynamic Server (IDS) now offers data compression technology in the 
Storage Optimization Feature, available in April 2009 with the 11.50.xc4 release. IDS is 
sharing the same great technology first introduced in DB2® LUW which has been a huge 
success for DB2 customers. IDS provides full online support for turning on storage 
optimization and compressing existing table data while applications continue to use the 
table. This means that no system downtime is required to utilize the IDS storage 
optimization technology. Customers have been able to achieve up to 80 percent savings 
in storage, depending on their data characteristics. A reduction in data volumes also 
means less time to complete backup and restore operations. Many customers have 
experienced up to a 20 percent performance improvement in their applications due to less 
I/O and improved bufferpool utilization.  

How does IDS compression technology work? 
IDS compression technology works by considering the entire row and all its columns 
(except data such as BLOB objects that is stored outside the row as a single string of 
bytes. IDS identifies repeating patterns and stores those patterns as symbols in the 
dictionary. Once this dictionary is created, it is stored in a dictionary repository.  
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Figure 1 illustrates how row data in a table is converted into dictionary symbols. 

 
Figure 1 

 
The IDS storage optimization of data in a table or fragment consists of four steps: 
1. Create the compression dictionary. 
2. Compress the rows. 
3. Coalesce the rows. 
4. Reclaim free space. 

Creating a compression dictionary 
Dictionary creation involves sampling a set of rows from an existing table or table 
fragment and creating a dictionary of symbols that represent byte patterns. The dictionary 
is stored in the dictionary repository, which is included in the dbspace within the 
compressed partition. The dictionary also has an in-memory representation, so that active 
queries and updates can quickly compress and uncompress data, with minimal impact to 
performance.  
 
This size of each dictionary is approximately 75 K bytes, but each dictionary can grow to 
be as large as 150 K bytes. Since the dictionaries are stored in memory (one dictionary 
per compressed partition), you must take into account these resource requirements. 

Compressing the rows 
After a dictionary is created for a table or table fragment, the process of compressing 
rows begins. Any new rows that are inserted or updated will be compressed 
automatically.  
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IDS compresses data as a background task, compressing each row and leaving the 
compressed data in the page that contains the row. Since this operation is executed in 
parallel with normal business transactions and queries, the compression work is managed 
in small transactions. The rows being actively compressed are only locked for a short 
duration, for minimal impact to normal business operations. 

Coalescing the rows 
Once a partition has been compressed, it is highly likely that there is a significant amount 
of unused space or ‘holes’ between the rows. The coalesce operation, also known as a 
repack operation, moves all of the rows to the front of the partition using a similar 
algorithm as the compress activity. It also utilizes small transactions and locks only those 
rows actively being moved. 

Reclaiming free space 
Lastly, once all the rows have been repacked, the shrink operation truncates off the 
unused portion of the partition, and returns the space back to the dbspace where the 
partition is located. 

Modular Design 
Each of the four operations listed above can be activated in isolation. This means that 
regular, uncompressed tables can be repacked, or shrunk, or both. A compressed table 
can be repacked at any time, any number of times over the course of its life, all without 
preventing other update activity. This modular, low-impact design, combined with a SQL 
interface, provides administrators maximum flexibility and advantage, and sets the stage 
for many useful autonomic features in the future. 

Utilizing IDS Storage Optimization via OAT 
OAT (Online Administration Tool) provides the DBA with an easy interface to identify 
compression candidates. The DBA can use OAT to view all the tables within a selected 
database. After the database is selected, OAT selects the tables within that database that 
might benefit from being compressed and calculates the approximate space savings. If 
you hold the cursor over the Usage column for a given table, OAT displays a 
compression estimate.  
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Figure 2 illustrates the OAT database view with a compression estimate. 
 

 
Figure 2 
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Figure 3 illustrates the dbspace view of compression. Here, all the fragments of tables 
that have a partitions located in the chosen dbspace are displayed.  
 

 
Figure 3 
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Figure 4 illustrates how you can choose to compress only part of a table. A fragmented 
table is indicated by the   symbol in front of the owner of the table. If you click that 
symbol, each of the fragments of the table will be displayed. You can then choose which 
fragment to compress. 
 

 
Figure 4 
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After you choose to compress a table or fragment, a new screen appears. You can use this 
screen, as illustrated in Figure 5, to choose the actions to execute on a specific fragment 
or the entire table.  
 

 
Figure 5 
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After you choose which operations to perform on a table or fragment, IDS runs the job. 
You can immediately go to the task list to see the status of running tasks. Figure 6 shows 
the status of a compression job that is running on a table. 
 

 
Figure 6 
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Automatic Compress 
IDS also provides a way to allow the server to automatically find good compression 
candidates and compress them. OAT allows you to configure a task to periodically search 
all the partitions contained within the IDS instance. If this task finds fragments that 
qualify as good compression candidates, the task automatically submits a job to 
compress, repack and shrink the fragments. Before a job is created and launched, you can 
set job qualifications based on a minimum size and a minimum compression ratio. Figure 
7 illustrates the how to enable an automatic compression task. 
 

 
Figure 7 
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Figure 8 illustrates what a compression task looks like when viewing the task scheduler 
in OAT. 
 

 
Figure 8 

When to use data IDS Storage Optimization? 
IDS Storage Optimization can help to significantly reduce storage costs. 
A typical database can require quite a bit more storage than one might perceive. Consider 
the following scenario: 

Customer X has a 2 Tb system. Within that system, 1 Tb is a candidate for 
compression and it has a compression ratio of 50 percent.  The initial storage 
savings for that system starts at 500 Gb. The system also generates 20 Gb of log 
data each day, and the customer keeps 30 days worth of logs. Since IDS 
compresses the log data for compressed tables, let’s assume that 10 percent of that 
log storage can be saved. This results in savings of 2 Gb per day, or around 60 Gb 
per month. If Customer X needs 3 complete backups of the data, another 1.5 Tb 
can be saved, since the compressed data takes less backup space.  

If you add it all up: 

  500 Gb  less storage for the database 
    60 Gb  less storage for log backups 
1500 Gb  less storage for archives 
============================ 
 2060 Gb total storage savings 

 
This is the immediate storage space saved! When you consider ongoing data growth with 
the total cost of storage, these savings can add up even more. 
 
IDS Storage Optimization can improve performance of data scans 
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Data compression ratios 
The IDS Storage Optimization feature is very effective in reducing the storage 
requirements for tables. Figure 9 below shows data from various sources, and how 
effectively the IDS Storage Optimization feature reduced storage requirements. 
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Figure 9 

 
As this figure suggests, IDS Storage Optimization was able to reduce the size of a table 
from 40 to 80%. 
 
In recent validation testing, one financial services customer reported a very successful 
reduction of an 8 Tb database to just under 2 Tb. The customers were thrilled because not 
only did they save storage, but their backups were significantly faster because of the 
reduction in the number of I/Os since the database size had been reduced significantly. 
 
To see how your data might compress, you can find a Storage Compression Estimation 
tool at ibm.com/informix/compression. This tool takes information from your existing 
infrastructure and can estimate the compression ratio for your data so you can estimate 
the savings in your environment.  
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Data scans across compressed data 
Compressed data requires less storage, which also translates into less I/O for data scans. 
The performance gain is obvious, given that data scans will now require less physical I/O 
to complete the scan. The amount of performance improvement will vary, depending how 
the scanned data is processed. In cases where the processing of the data is CPU-bound, 
doing less I/O will not improve the performance.  

Database backup performance will improve 
Database backups can also experience significant performance improvements, because 
the size of the database is significantly smaller. This means few I/O operations leading to 
faster backups. It is important to note that for large tables, the repack and shrink options 
must be executed to coalesce the data. This removes unused extents from the end of the 
table. 

Improving cache hit ratio 
Each application has something called the working set. The working set is the set of data 
that the application requires across a particular interval of time. The more of the working 
set that is contained in memory, the better the application will perform, because it has to 
perform less I/O. When the working set fits into the bufferpool, IDS Storage 
Optimization will not make a difference (and could even impact performance). But when 
the working set does not fit into the bufferpool, compressing the data can significantly 
improve performance, because more of the working set fits into the bufferpool and less 
I/O is required 
 
In the example shown in Figure 10 below, the TPCC benchmark application 
demonstrates improved performance with compressed data. In the TPCC benchmark all 
data is equal, and therefore all of the data is part of the working set. The growth of the 
working set below is simulated by increasing the number of warehouses and the number 
of users. This increases the size of all of the tables and grows the working set. This is 
similar to a business that is growing with more application sessions and more data to 
manage. In this experiment, the amount of memory and CPU processing power is kept 
constant. As the working set grows, the number of I/Os increase, which impacts overall 
throughput. 
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TPCC & Compression
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Figure 10 

 
The example in Figure 10 shows a workload that started with 10 warehouses and 5 users. 
Because the workload is totally cached, and does no I/O other than transaction logging, 
the overall throughput is significantly better using uncompressed storage. This is because 
of the cost to materialize the row with each row access. But, as I/O is introduced into the 
workload, compressing data can improve performance. More of the working set fits into 
the buffer cache and less I/O occurs. As the processes become more and more I/O bound, 
the difference between compressed and uncompressed transaction throughput begins to 
taper off.  
 
It should be noted, none of the experiments were done with the system being fully CPU 
bound in the cached case or fully I/O- bound in the non cached cases. 
 
Another way that compression can help improve performance is by helping applications 
maintain good response times. Often, applications must adhere to strict service level 
agreements (SLAs), where the application must sustain a nominal response time for every 
transaction. As a database grows and the working set cannot be maintained within the 
buffer cache, there can be a dramatic effect on response time because the speed of I/O is 
considerably slower than a memory access. 
 
Figure 11 below shows how compression can help maintain response times as the size of 
the working set grows, making it easier for applications to meet their performance service 
level agreements. 
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Figure 11 

 
Figure 11 shows how the increasing I/O that is triggered by database growth causes 
transaction response time to grow rapidly. Implementing compression can help slow 
down the response degradation. Each of the bars in Figure 11 represents an experiment in 
which the database size of the compressed data is about ½ the size of the uncompressed 
database. With each experiment, the database size was increased. As the database size 
increased, so did the overall I/Os in the system as well as the I/Os per transaction. 

Large rows that are split across pages 
When a row is too large to fit on a page, it requires multiple I/Os to retrieve all the pieces 
of the row. Compression can often be used to reduce the size of the row so that the entire 
row fits within a single page.  
 
You can use the oncheck –pT command to display the number of remainder pages a 
table is using before and after IDS Storage Optimization is applied. The information 
displayed in the “Compressed Data Summary” section of the output shows the number of 
any compressed rows in a table or table fragment and the percentage of rows that are 
compressed. If rows are not compressed, the "Compressed Data Summary" section does 
not appear in the output.  
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Storage Optimization Considerations 

Cached tables 
There are some situations in which compression should be avoided. When a table is 
already cached, the use of Compression on that table can degrade performance. There is 
an added overhead to materialize the uncompressed version of the row with each row 
access. This adds an additional CPU cost. 

Random access across a huge data set with no clustering 
In some other situations, a performance improvement will not be visible even when there 
are significant storage savings. These situations can be evaluated to determine the overall 
payoff for implementing compression technology. For example, when performing OLTP 
style queries across a huge data set, where the data is not clustered, IDS Storage 
Optimization might not improve performance. Consider the following example: 

• Table T1 has 100 M rows across 1 M pages (100 rows per page) 
• The application randomly accesses 100 rows / sec from the table 

Give the above criteria, there is one chance in a million that a given row operation will 
access a particular page. Since all accesses have an equal chance, it is unlikely that there 
will be enough accesses to the table that they will hit the same page while the page is in 
the buffer pool. IDS Storage Optimization is still a great mechanism to reduce storage 
costs, as noted above, but in this case, where the working set is huge, it simply won’t help 
improve performance. 

Summary 
The IDS Storage Optimization feature will allow customers to experience significant 
storage savings. In keeping with the long-time tradition of making IDS technology easy 
to use, IBM has made the interface to this feature simple or even automatic through OAT. 
And because all the options can be executed online, there is very little impact to existing 
applications when this technology is deployed to production systems.  
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Notices 
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. 
 
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other 
countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and 
services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or 
service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product, program, or service 
may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not 
infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's 
responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or 
service. 
 
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described 
in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these 
patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to: 
 
IBM Director of Licensing 
IBM Corporation 
North Castle Drive 
Armonk, NY 10504-1785 
U.S.A.  
 
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country 
where such provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of 
express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply 
to you 
 
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes 
are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in 
new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the 
product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice. 
 
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only 
and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at 
those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites 
is at your own risk. 
 
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes 
appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.  
 
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. 
Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some 
measurements may have been made on development-level systems and there is no 
guarantee that these measurements will be the same on generally available systems. 
Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated through extrapolation. Actual 
results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their specific 
environment. 
 
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, 
their published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those 
products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims 
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related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be 
addressed to the suppliers of those products. 
 
All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal 
without notice, and represent goals and objectives only. 
 
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To 
illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, 
companies, brands, and products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the 
names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental. 
 
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:  
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which 
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, 
and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to IBM, for the 
purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs conforming 
to the application programming interface for the operating platform for which the sample 
programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all 
conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function 
of these programs.  
 
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must include 
a copyright notice as follows:  
 
© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample 
Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_.  
 
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not 
appear. 
 
IBM, the IBM logo and ibm.com are trademarks of International Business Machines 
Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might 
be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on 
the Web at "Copyright and trademark information" at 
www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml. 
 
Other company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks of 
others. 
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